We did both
pictorial and bar
graphs. Along
with reading
How many
snails? by Paul
Giganti Jr., the
kids drew their
own pictorial
graphs about
the data in the book.
We have also done some activities
with estimations and counting with
tally marks.

el 21 de febrero
Fechas Importantes / Important
Dates
Closed for Spring Break
March 30-April 3
.

Las Matemáticas
We began doing daily graphs as a
whole group. We graphed what kind of
pets people had, colors of our gloves,
how many people in our families, etc.
Then, we worked on making our own
graphs. We graphed different colors of
Goldfish crackers.

Sniff Test Time!
Those snow pants and gloves are
getting ripe! Winter
gear has been
getting sopping wet
outside lately.
Do a sniff test for
yourself and decide
if it's time to wash!

Closed Due to Weather
In the case of Madison public schools
closing because of the weather, our
center will be closed as well. Please
check for school closings by 6:30 a.m.

el español
ayúdame
help me
vamos afuera
we’re going outside
pasen
go ahead
manos listas para botellas de agua
hands ready for water bottles
pueden guardar las loncheras
you can put away lunch boxes
sólo lavamos las manos
we’re only washing hands
There’s a lot of food that we eat often
enough that the kids have learned the
words.
mandarinas
manzana
ensalada de fruta
cereal
leche
pera
bayas

barra de higo
galletas
queso
panqueques
yogur
palomitas
crema de maní

Fall Enrollment
We have begun contacting our waitlist
to sign up new families. Please return
contracts to guarantee your schedule
for next year.
We appreciate recommendations!
Please help spread the word!

Self-Help Skills
There’s a lot going on at meals
besides eating. Bilateral coordination,
two hands working separately at a
given task, requires practice. Holding
the bowl still while serving a scoop of

cereal with the other hand. Holding
the cereal bowl with one hand while
the other scoops with the spoon to
eat. Learning to do things for oneself
certainly fosters independence and
confidence. Bilateral coordination,
however, is a critical skill because it is
integral to so many tasks. Follow this
link for a list of activities that require
bilateral coordination and activities to
foster its development.
https://www.ot-mom-learning-activities
.com/bilateral-coordination.html

Fine
Motor
We
continue to
do scissor
cutting
activities.
We are
reinforcing
proper
scissor
grip,
working on
snipping,
as well as
cutting forward along a line. Finger
strength to open and shut scissors is
one part of scissor use. It also
requires bilateral coordination. One
hand holding the paper, rotating the
paper, etc. as the other hand cuts.
We have also introduced paper
sculpture. We have demonstrated a
variety

of manners in which to fold paper.
Some children invented folded paper
creature creations. One group of us
made paper sculpture playgrounds
that we began as a small group
activity then added to during play time.

Doing “the centipede” in the snow.

Literacy
Dense vuelta is a counting backwards
book based on “ten in the bed”. We
counted the teddy bears as they fell
out. Kids enjoyed retelling the story
with the bear props. We also read
Sheep Won’t Sleep  byJudy Cox. This
counting book has us counting by 1s,
2s, 5s, and 10s to 100. Then counting
backwards all over again.

We continue to play with rhymes daily.
Children are guessing our silly rhyme
drawings, like a pail that has a tail.
Often children are sharing many,
many possible rhymes.

Language Development
Regulation of voice volume is one of
the components of learning the social
rules of language. We often are
reminding children that they are
speaking to someone right next to
them or at the same table, yet their
volume is way up! The following link
has some additional information
about volume regulation with kids.
http://kidsworkchicago.com/20
17/01/25/tips-for-teaching-your
-child-volume-control/

You’re invited! We’ve been
saving some
spectacular art
to display and
show off the
children’s work.
If you can’t
make it to the
reception, the
pieces will be
on display at
JavaCat for the
rest of March.

